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hi i downloaded the current version of pads x86 v.9.5 from the mentor website and i run it and it opens up fine, but when i go to the licensing screen, it is asking for the key again but it doesn't accept it. i don't know what else to do. help please. i have
the exact same issues as another person posted. i hope this gets resolved soon. i have a question, it is about hardware design for an android mobile. i want to design the soc part of the mobile and use mentor pads vx.2.8 for that. is there any linux

version available of this product? i have downloaded mentor pads and i am able to run it, but it is asking for the license. when i enter my license key, i get the following error: "the requested version is not available and the latest version is available" does
anyone know how to fix this? i have a problem of installing the mentor pads vx.2.8 in my laptop. when i want to install the pads, it is asking for the download of the pads. i downloaded the crack file and i installed it, but it is not working. it is showing me

the following error: "the requested version (9.2) is not available and the latest version is available (9.5)" i have a problem when i install the mentor pads. it has asked for my license key 3 times without any success. i have tried to use all the possible
options available but none of them are working. i have a windows 10 machine. i am a beginner in the field of electronics. “the questa vanguard program extends mentor graphics breadth of verification technologies through partnerships with other
industry-leading companies that provide verification related tools and methods, verification ip, conversion services, training and consulting. through these technology alliances and strategic partnerships, mentor graphics leverages resources and

technical expertise to deliver even greater value to questa users, including strong product integration with other mentor graphics technologies (see news release mentor graphics delivers the next generation of functional verification, may 8, 2006).”
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the questa vanguard program extends mentor graphics breadth of verification technologies through
partnerships with other industry-leading companies that provide verification related tools and

methods, verification ip, conversion services, training and consulting. through these technology
alliances and strategic partnerships, mentor graphics leverages resources and technical expertise to
deliver even greater value to questa users, including strong product integration with other mentor
graphics technologies (see news release mentor graphics delivers the next generation of functional
verification, may 8, 2006). mentor graphics corporation is a silicon valley based company, which is a

pioneer in developing a family of simulation software for electrical, thermal and mechanical
simulation with its first simulation engine (espice), a family of debug solutions (mentor embedded

debugger (med), synopsys designware, pads, cedar, reviz and xpedition), a family of research
solutions (questa, questa xpedition, pads, cedar and reviz), and a family of verification solutions

(questa, questa xpedition, pads, reviz, systemverilog, spice, xilinx, systemc and questa xpedition-
engine). established in 1981, mentor graphics corporation (www.mentor.com) is a world leader in
electronic design automation (eda) software for the world’s most advanced electronic designs. the

company’s products empower engineers and designers to create systems that generate more ideas,
produce more products, and become more profitable. through its commitment to open source and
open standards, mentor graphics has created the most comprehensive solutions in the electronic
verification, electronic design, ip, and software development markets. mentor graphics has over

2,500 employees, and maintains offices in north carolina, germany, china, japan, italy, france, spain,
korea, australia, brazil and taiwan. 5ec8ef588b
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